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Abstract: Sediment slumps are known to have generated important tsunamis such as the 199810

Papua New Guinea (PNG) and the 1929 Grand Banks events. Tsunami modellers commonly use solid11

blocks with short run-out distances to simulate these slumps. While such methods have the obvious12

advantage of being simple to use, they offer little or no insight into physical processes that drive the13

events. The importance of rotational slump motion to tsunamigenic potential is demonstrated in this14

study by employing a viscoplastic landslide model with Herschel-Bulkley rheology. A large number15

of simulations for different material properties and landslide configurations are carried out to link the16

slump’s deformation, rheology, its translational and rotational kinematics, to its tsunami-genesis. The17

yield strength of the slump is shown to be the primary material property that determines the tsunami-18

genesis. This viscoplastic model is further employed to simulate the 1929 Grand Banks tsunami using19

updated geological source information. The results of this case study suggest that the viscoplastic20

model can be used to simulate complex slump induced tsunami. The simulations of the 1929 Grand21

Banks event also indicate that a pure slump mechanism is more tsunamigenic than a corresponding22

translational landslide mechanism. Keywords: Rotational slump motion, yield strength, translational23

landslide kinematics, Froude number, angular momentum, tsunami-genesis, 1929 Grand Banks event24
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Introduction25

Landslides constitute the second-most important tsunami source worldwide after earthquakes (Tappin,26

2010; Harbitz et al., 2014; Yavari-Ramshe and Ataie-Ashtiani, 2016). Most recently, the 2018 Anak27

Krakatoa event caused several hundred fatalities (Grilli et al., 2019). Between 2007 and 2017 a string of28

at least five additional large sub-aerial landslides impacted water and generated run-up heights in the29

range of 30 m to 150 m (Sepúlveda and Serey, 2009; Wang et al., 2015; George et al., 2017; Gylfadóttir30

et al., 2017; Paris et al., 2019). Submarine landslide tsunamis are less frequent than these subaerial31

landslide tsunamis, but the largest recognized events worldwide indisputably illustrate their destructive32

potential and importance for society. Fatal examples of such submarine landslides are the 1998 Papua33

New Guinea (PNG) (Synolakis et al., 2002), 1992 Flores Island (Yeh et al., 1993), 1979 Lembata Island34

(Yudhicara et al., 2015), and 1929 Grand Banks landslide (Løvholt et al., 2019).35

Slumps constitute a subset of landslides that are typically characterized by a rotational impulsive36

slope failure, a relatively coherent mass displacement, and a short landslide run-out distance. At least37

two of the above-mentioned events, the 1998 PNG and the 1929 Grand Banks events, were caused by38

rotational slumps. The study of the PNG event also led to acknowledgment in the scientific community39

that submarine slumps can cause large tsunamis (Bardet et al., 2003; Tappin et al., 2008). This tsunami40

has been successfully modelled using an approach where the landslide motion is a rigid block that follows41

a prescribed motion (Synolakis et al., 2002; Tappin et al., 2008), by tuning the block motion to comply42

with wave observations. A similar approach was adopted for modelling the slump part of the 1929 Grand43

Banks event (Løvholt et al., 2019). The rigid block approach was successful in these studies, because44

the block could mimic the rotational motion of the slump causing the tsunami-genesis in an idealized45

and simple way, but did not include the updated geological source information from Schulten et al.46

(2019b), which envisaged a slump that partly evacuated the source area. Although this block modelling47

approach can help to shed light on the slump motion of past events, it has several obvious shortcomings.48

Firstly, this method does not include landslide deformation effects that are evident from geophysical49

data. Secondly, these models cannot be used to take into account the landslide material properties such50

as the yield strength, and its effect on the landslide dynamics.51

Recent modelling efforts show that the landslide rheology and deformation is important for quan-52

tifying and understanding landslide tsunami-genesis (Løvholt et al., 2017; Yavari-Ramshe and Ataie-53

Ashtiani, 2019). Traditionally, such landslide tsunami studies are based on translational landslide mod-54

els. However, translational landslides are believed to give rise to a different generation mechanism than55

slumps, as they do not exhibit a rotational motion as slumps do (Løvholt et al., 2015). Until recently,56

slump models that include a more sophisticated deformation and rheology had not been applied for57

slump-induced tsunamis. Schambach et al. (2018) provided back-to-back analysis with a viscous land-58

slide model and a rigid block model simulating slumps, with both models showing similar results. Ren59

et al. (2019) used a viscoplastic landslide model to generate the slump tsunami due to the 1998 PNG60

failure, with simulation results that compare favourably with tsunami inundation observations. These61

studies (Schambach et al., 2018; Ren et al., 2019) show that a slump tsunami can be effectively modelled62

using a landslide dynamics model. This method allows for a more flexible, general modelling treatment of63

the slump tsunami-genesis, including material properties, deformation, and complex topography, which64

will be utilized herein.65

In this paper, we will use the viscoplastic model BingClaw (Løvholt et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2019),66

coupled to the dispersive long-wave solver GloBouss (Løvholt et al., 2008), to study slump-induced67

tsunamis. We will first study landslide dynamics and tsunami-genesis in an idealized geometry in one-68

horizontal dimension (1HD). The main aims of this idealized study are, for the first time, to:69

(1) Quantify relationships between landslide material yield strength, the resulting slump kinematics70

and dynamics, and slump tsunamigenic potential;71

(2) Identify the extent to which slump tsunamigenic potential can be attributed to translational and72

rotational slump kinematics, such as the angular momentum.73

We will apply the same model setup in two horizontal dimensions (2HD) to study a real case, namely74

the 1929 Grand Banks landslide and tsunami. The main emphasis of the real case example is to ensure75

that the landslide parameters and settings in the idealized study can yield a realistic range of analysis.76

However, a detailed study of the event is left for future investigations.77
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The 1929 Grand Banks landslide and tsunami78

On 8 November 1929 a Mw 7.2 earthquake caused a massive landslide on the Grand Banks south of79

Newfoundland (Heezen and Ewing, 1952; Piper et al., 1999) (see Figure 1). This submarine mass failure80

comprises by far the largest landslide volume (c. 500 km3) in historical time, worldwide. Deposits far81

from the landslide failure area and cable breaks (Heezen et al., 1954) suggest that the landslide evolved82

into a turbidity current. The landslide caused a several meters high tsunami at the Burin Peninsula83

on the south coast of Newfoundland, and waves were also recorded along the entire US East Coast,84

Bermuda, and the Azores (Fine et al., 2005). Initial field evidence of the landslide deposits suggested85

that only turbidity current masses were available in the far field (Schulten et al., 2019a). Piper et al.86

(1999) noted that the Grand Banks landslide was a widely distributed surficial sediment failure, and87

Mosher and Piper (2007) noted from newly acquired multibeam bathymetric data that there was no88

evidence of a massive slump failure on the St Pierre Slope. As the turbidity current itself is likely89

not the cause of the tsunami, it has been difficult to link the tsunami-genesis directly to landslide field90

evidence. Based on new field investigations of the slope failure, however, Schulten et al. (2019a) and91

Løvholt et al. (2019) suggested that the near field tsunami was caused by a massive slump. Løvholt et al.92

(2019) further hypothesised that the more widespread near-surface landslide failure as mapped by Piper93

et al. (1999) and Schulten et al. (2019a) caused the far-field tsunamis, and that the landslide possibly94

disintegrated into the turbidity current. Løvholt et al. (2019) used a simplified block source and a slump95

volume of 17 km3 to model the slump. However, the analysis of newly identified faults and horizons in96

the St. Pierre Slope by Schulten et al. (2019b) suggest a much larger slump volume of c. 390 km3 for the97

primary southward slump motion. This new interpretation for the 1929 Grand Banks slump is crucial98

for testing whether or not our viscoplastic flow model is suited to simulate slumps. Moreover, Schulten99

et al. (2019b) suggest that the slump was not confined only between the structural faults containing the100

slump mass, but also that parts of the landslide transgressed the down-slope end of the slump source101

area through the channel systems, which is different from the assumption of Schulten et al. (2019a) and102

Løvholt et al. (2019).103

Methods104

Landslide model105

In this paper, the viscoplastic landslide model BingClaw (Løvholt et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2019; Vanneste106

et al., 2019) is used to simulate the slump dynamics. The model implements the Herschel-Bulkley107

rheology in a two-layer depth-averaged formulation. Under simple shear conditions, the shear strain in108

the Herschel-Bulkley fluid is described as:109 ∣∣∣∣∣ γ̇γ̇r
∣∣∣∣∣
n

=

{
0, if |τ | ≤ τy

τ

τy sgn(γ̇)
− 1, if |τ | > τy

(1)

where γ̇ is strain rate, γ̇r a reference strain rate defined as110

γ̇r = (τy/µ)1/n (2)

with dynamic consistency µ. τ and τy are shear stress and yield strength, respectively, and n the flow111

exponent. For a detailed description and derivation of the model, see Kim et al. (2019).112

BingClaw solves the mass conservation equation integrated over the landslide depth (Equation 3),113

the momentum conservation equation integrated separately over the plug layer depth (Equation 4), and114

shear layer depth (Equation 5), in two horizontal dimensions (2HD). The unknown variables are bed-115

normal plug layer thickness dp, bed-normal shear layer thickness ds, plug layer volume flux per unit116

length dp~vp with slope-parallel plug layer velocity ~vp, and shear layer volume flux per unit length ds~vs117

with slope-parallel shear layer velocity ~vs. d = dp + ds is the total thickness of the layers. Indices p and118

s indicate plug and shear layer, respectively (see Figure 2).119

∂

∂t
(dp + ds) +∇ · (dp~vp + ds~vs) = 0 (3)

(
1+Cm

ρw
ρd

)(
∂(dp~vp)

∂t
+∇·(dp~vp~vp)

)
+~vp

(
∂ds
∂t

+∇·(ds~vs)

)
= −g′dp∇(dp+ds+b)− τy + τd

ρd

~vp
||~vp||

(4)
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(
1+Cm

ρw
ρd

)(
∂(ds~vs)

∂t
+∇·(αds~vs~vs)

)
−~vp

(
∂ds
∂t

+∇·(ds~vs)

)
= −g′ds∇(dp +ds +b)− τyfs

ρd

~vp
||~vp||

(5)

where Cm is the added-mass coefficient, ρw the density of ambient water, ρd the density of the slump120

material, α the velocity form factor, and t the time coordinate. The reduced gravitational acceleration121

is given by g′ = g(1− ρw/ρd) where g is the gravitational acceleration, b is the bathymetric depth, τd is122

the viscous drag at the free surface, split into a skin friction term τf given by123

τf =
1

2
CF ρw~vp||~vp|| (6)

and a pressure drag term τp given by124

τp =
1

2
CP ρwmax(0,−~vp · ∇d)~vp (7)

where CF and CP are skin friction and pressure drag coefficients, respectively, and the viscous contribu-
tion of the net shear stress at the bed is given by τyfs where

fs = β ·

(
||~vp||
γ̇rds

)n

.

β is a shape factor depending on the rheological flow exponent n (Huang and Garcia, 1998; Imran et al.,125

2001; Kim et al., 2019).126

BingClaw combines a finite volume method for the leading order terms with a finite difference model127

for the source terms. The model is implemented employing the conservation law package ClawPack128

(Mandli et al., 2016) using the GeoClaw module (Berger et al., 2011). If the earth pressure p = ρdg
′d∇(d+129

b) does not exceed the material’s shear strength in a given computational cell, no motion is imposed130

in that cell. Otherwise a Godunov fractional step method is used for the dynamic equations. First131

the equations without friction terms are solved using the finite volume method in ClawPack, then the132

frictional terms are accounted for the next fractional step.133

Tsunami model134

We use the dispersive long wave model GloBouss (Pedersen and Løvholt, 2008; Løvholt et al., 2008, 2010)135

to propagate the tsunami over varying bathymetry. In this study, we only use the model in linearized136

mode as we mainly study the tsunami in deep water, where non-linearities are not important.137

When terms and factors that are not used herein are omitted (non-linear terms, Coriolis terms,138

spherical coordinate map-factors and dispersion enhancement terms) the hydrodynamic equations used139

in this paper read140

∂η

∂t
+∇ · (h~u) = q (8)

∂~u

∂t
= −∇η +

1

2
h∇∇ ·

(
h
∂~u

∂t

)
− 1

6
h2∇2 ∂~u

∂t
(9)

where q is a source flux term, which relates the landslide model to the tsunami model through the141

landslide volumetric displacement (explained below). h is the water depth relative to the mean sea142

surface elevation, η the sea surface elevation, and ~u the wave speed.143

In GloBouss the equations are discretized on a staggered C-grid (Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976) in144

space and time to give an implicit finite difference method. An alternating direction implicit method145

(ADI) is used for solving the implicit algebraic equation systems for each time step. The model does not146

incorporate features like drying or wetting, so we cannot use this model to simulate dry-land inundation.147

The slump causes a temporal volumetric change of the bathymetry, which is the primary source148

for the tsunami-genesis. These source fields are then run through a low pass filter that convey seabed149

displacements to sea surface displacements based on full potential wave theory (Kajiura, 1963; Løvholt150

et al., 2015) that transfers ∂d
∂t into q(x, y, t).151
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Model setup152

The geometrical setup is based on the most recent 1929 Grand Banks landslide information provided153

by Schulten et al. (2019b). Our first objective is to link a rotational slump motion to tsunami-genesis154

in a systematic fashion, where the slump is confined between an up-slope and a down-slope fault. To155

force the slump to stay between these structures, we choose to excavate the slump mass from the seabed,156

replace it with our viscoplastic material for the initial setup, and elevate the face of the down-slope fault157

(see Figure 3a,b). While we acknowledge that this geometrical description would likely differ from more158

complex field observations, this was a necessary simplification to force the viscoplastic material not to159

evacuate the structure. To this end, we first simulate the slump tsunami in one horizontal dimension160

(1HD). The aim is to study idealized effects of kinematics and landslide parameters on tsunami-genesis.161

Secondly, we study a 2HD scenario for the 1929 Grand Banks event, for which the purpose is to provide162

a realistic parameter range for the 1HD study.163

1HD study164

The 1HD geometries applied here are simplified from slope transects taken from the general Laurentian165

Fan bathymetry. As shown in Figure 3a,b, different bathymetries are investigated to study the sensitivity166

to the slope configuration of the slump source. The bathymetry outside the slump towards the shore is167

more gentle with a constant inclination of 0.05◦ in all cases.168

The computational domain for the landslide model has a total length of 50 km in the x-direction with169

a spatial resolution of ∆x = 80 m. However, due to the computational stencil of BingClaw, several cells in170

the azimuthal y-direction are required. Non-reflecting outflow conditions are applied at the boundaries.171

The Kajiura type full potential filter is run over the same length as the landslide model. Grid resolution172

for the Kajiura filtered output is also 80 m. For GloBouss we cover a computational domain extending173

450 km horizontally, and with a resolution of 220 m. We apply a sponge layer at the right boundary, from174

250 km to 450 km, that relaxes the offshore going waves (Pedersen and Løvholt, 2008). No-flux conditions175

are applied at the other boundaries. In GloBouss a 1HD computation involves a single wet row of cells176

between two dry rows of ghost cells. Spatial and temporal grid refinement tests on the landslide model177

BingClaw, the full potential Kajiura type filter, and the tsunami model GloBouss are described in the178

appendix.179

Default model input parameters (i.e. density and hydrodynamic resistance) are listed in Table 1, and180

geometrical and geotechnical model input parameters used for the sensitivity analysis are listed in Table181

2. In order to establish the list of landslide input parameters, we ran several simulations to achieve a full182

parameter range that spans the relevant sensitivity range for tsunami-genesis. By combining all relevant183

geotechnical and hydrodynamic resistance parameters for each geometrical setting, we ended up running184

2640 simulations for the sensitivity analysis. We refer to 1440 model runs with constant slump volumes185

per unit width and variable initial slump surface slope angle as set S1, and 1440 model runs with a186

constant initial slump surface slope angle and variable volumes per unit width as set S2. 240 simulations187

overlap in set S1 and set S2.188

A simplified basic geometry is defined by an initial slope angle θ = 2.5◦, as retrieved from the189

Laurentian fan, and a volume per unit width A = 5.2 km2, which multiplied with a slump width of190

W = 33 km yields a total volume V = 175 km3 as suggested by Schulten et al. (2019b) for the upper191

part of the 1929 Grand Banks slump. Then, in simulation set S1, θ is varied between 1◦ and 3.5◦,192

while keeping A constant. Likewise, in set S2, A is varied between 1.7 km 2 and 7.5 km2, while keeping193

θ constant. In each case the parabolic shape of the rigid sea bed is adjusted accordingly.194

For a very soft slump material (e.g. low values of τy in Table 2), the mass can be so mobile that195

it artificially reflects from the lower fault face and propagates back up-slope, and may even continue to196

slosh back and forth. This spurious sloshing occurs partly due to simplifications in the applied slump197

model, partly due to the geometrical setup, and partly due to too small values employed for the landslide198

strength. Time series of two examples of the center of mass motions, which is used to filter events, are199

shown in Figure 4. The center of mass velocities have a smoother time evolution than the maximum200

velocities. If an event gets a negative center of mass velocity, it is removed from the analysis to avoid the201

artificial sloshing. This criterion was based on analyses of the wave generation for the sloshing events,202

where it turned out that events with negative center of mass velocities influenced the wave generation203

significantly. An example of the artificial scaling behaviour that can be expected is discussed in one of204

our analysis below. The number of non-sloshing events as well as events where the yield strength is too205

large for the mass to mobilize the landslide (i.e. stable sediments), are shown for both set S1 and set S2206

in Figure 5.207
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2HD study208

The slump configuration with the new information provided by (Schulten et al., 2019b) is used to simulate209

the slump dynamics. We distinguish between two different scenarios, an over-topping (where a part of210

the material escape in the lower extremity) and a pure slump. For the pure slump the mass is confined to211

a source area limited by walls at the down-slope extremity and at the two sides. It generates a rotational212

slump motion in a similar way as in the 1HD study (see Figure 3c). We note that an over-topping213

scenario is considered as most likely by Schulten et al. (2019b) (see Figure 3d). In the case of over-214

topping, the model geometry is set up to allow the slide material to continue as a translational landslide215

outside the region of mass failure. The further disintegration into the turbidity current observed in the216

field is, however, not included in the model. We note that the main orientation of this slump geometry217

is southward, which was also assumed by Løvholt et al. (2019). Yet, the revised slump volume used in218

the 2HD analysis here (390 km3) is considerably larger than what was assumed by Løvholt et al. (2019).219

Model bathymetries are based on the online geographical GEBCO 2014 Grid with 463 m cell size in220

longitude and latitude. The depth matrix for the landslide and source computations covers a rectangle221

with length 114 km and 255 km in the longitudinal and latitudinal directions, respectively. For the222

landslide model, a grid resolution of 185 m is used, while a resolution of 463 m suffice for the surface223

response. As in the 1HD slump model, there is non-reflecting outflow at the four boundaries. The grid224

for the tsunami computations is larger and covers a rectangle of 616 km (longitude) by 555 km (latitude).225

It has a resolution of 463 m and includes the source area, the southern coast of Newfoundland, and the226

eastern coast of Nova Scotia (see Figure 1). At all four boundaries we apply a sponge layer of 22 km227

width where the waves are relaxed, and apply a minimum computation depth of 10 m in order to avoid228

spurious oscillations in shallow waters. Spatial and temporal grid refinement tests on the landslide model229

BingClaw, the full potential Kajiura type filter, and the tsunami model GloBouss are discussed in the230

appendix. Default model parameters are presented in Table 1, geotechnical and geometrical parameters231

are given in bold in Table 2.232

Results233

1HD parametric sensitivity study234

Example of tsunami-genesis mechanism235

We first analyse, through one single simulation, the slump tsunami-genesis mechanism. We use the236

following BingClaw parameters, namely τy = 70 kPa, µ = 10 kPa sn, and n = 0.25. The slump surface237

slope angle is θ = 2.5◦, the slump volume per unit width is A = 5.2 km2, and the water depth of the238

initial center of mass is c. 1750 m. At c. 236 km from shore, a maximum vertical landslide displacement239

of c. 100 m is obtained, which is similar to what was suggested by Schulten et al. (2019b). Figure 6a240

shows the slump motion at different times. The corresponding generated waves at different times are241

displayed in Figure 6b. While the slump mass rotates around its mass center, the down-slope part of the242

rotational slump pushes water upwards creating a positive wave at the surface, whereas the up-slope of243

the slump pulls down water and causes a trough at the surface.244

Next, we ran two separate simulations for the same example, one using only the positive flux part245

of the slump source term, and another only using the negative flux part. Figure 7 shows the generated246

total wave (in solid lines), as well as the wave component only due to the slump uplift (in long dashed247

lines), and the wave component due to the slump depression (in short dashed lines). Both the generated248

wave-elevations and wave-troughs continuously split into landward and offshore travelling waves as long249

as the slump motion continues, and add to the already propagated waves. Because the slump’s upward250

and downward motions are spatially shifted, the landward wave-elevation travels slightly behind the251

landward wave-trough. Only a partial overlap of this wave-trough and wave-elevation occurs, which252

results in a landward trough followed by an elevation. The positive and negative amplitudes of this total253

wave when travelled out of the source area, are roughly half of the maximum / minimum elevations from254

pure positive and negative source components.255

This mechanism was discussed by Løvholt et al. (2005), Haugen et al. (2005), and Løvholt et al.256

(2015), but mainly for translational landslides. Based on analyses of the 1998 PNG event, Løvholt et al.257

(2015) suggested that the interaction between rear and frontal waves were limited for slumps, and that258

their wave generation was more efficient than for translational landslides. However, the present analysis259

shows that the interaction between the frontal and rear wave clearly reduces the maximum elevation260
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of the total wave for the 1929 Grand Banks slump. We stress that for other slump configurations and261

material parameters the picture could be different.262

Relationship between geotechnical parameters and tsunami-genesis263

Figure 8 shows the sensitivity of the maximum landward sea surface elevation ηmax to various input264

parameters. ηmax is evaluated 900 s after the slump mass release such that the wave with the highest265

crest has propagated out of the source area. The various input parameters include the slump material’s266

yield strength τy, the volume per unit width A, the initial slump surface slope angle θ, the dynamic267

consistency µ, and the flow exponent n. In all cases, ηmax is plotted as a function of τy, and increases268

consistently with decreasing τy. As expected, ηmax also increases with θ and A. Furthermore, we269

see that ηmax is only moderately dependent on µ. The flow exponent n has a negligible influence on270

tsunami-genesis, except when very small.271

Relationship between landslide translational kinematics and tsunami-genesis272

Figure 9 shows relationships between maximum bed-parallel and vertical slump kinematics, and maxi-273

mum and absolute minimum landward sea surface elevations ηmax and ηmin for set S1. We recall that274

for S1, the initial slump surface slope angle θ is variable and the volume per unit width is constant at275

A = 5.2 km2. The maximum kinematic quantities are calculated over the full computational domain for276

all times, whereas ηmax and ηmin are evaluated at a time of 900 s. Figure 9a shows scaled ηmax and277

ηmin as a function of the scaled maximum bed-parallel velocity v||max
and a least-square power law fit is278

included in some panels. ηmax increases with v||max
following fairly well a power law behaviour with ex-279

ponent of 0.9. There is more scattering for lower v||max
values. Noticing that the quantity v||max

/
√

(gH)280

is closely related to the Froude number (see below), we point out that the growth rate of that quantity281

is less than the linear Froude scaling proposed by Løvholt et al. (2015) for slumps with small Froude282

numbers. The linear scaling relation should exist when there is no interaction between the frontal wave-283

elevation and rear wave-trough. However, in this case, there is clearly a destructive interference (see284

Figure 7), which leads to a less effective wave generation. Figure 9c shows the relationship between the285

scaled maximum vertical velocity vzmax
, scaled ηmax and ηmin. Unlike in Figure 9a, we do not observe286

a simple power law relationship. There is also clearly more scatter in the vertical velocity plot. Further,287

processing of the kinematic output also verifies that maximum velocities, v||max
and vzmax , and maximum288

accelerations, a||max
and azmax , depend strictly on each other (results not shown). Consequently, ηmax289

shows a similar power law dependency on a||max
as on v||max

, with an exponent of 1.01, but with a lack290

of a simple power law dependency on azmax
(see Figure 9b,d). The almost linear relationship with the291

acceleration agrees with previous investigations that heavily relied on landslide block motion (Hammack,292

1973; Watts, 2000; Løvholt et al., 2005, 2015). These studies concluded that the horizontal acceleration293

strongly influences tsunami-genesis, and in particular, Løvholt et al. (2005, 2015) suggest the same linear294

relationship between ηmax and a||max
as we find here.295

We recall that set S2 has a constant initial slump surface slope angle θ = 2.5◦, but has different296

values for the volume per unit width A. The velocity is multiplied by the slump’s total mass per width297

to quantify the momentum and to analyse how the momentum correlates with ηmax and ηmin. Figure298

10a shows that ηmax and ηmin as functions of mv||max
follow a power law fit, however with a more gentle299

growth rate and more scattering for small mv||max
than for high mv||max

. The exponent for ηmax is 0.9.300

Figure 10c shows that ηmax and ηmin have a similar relationship with the vertical maximum momentum301

mvzmax
, but that the relationship does not follow a simple power law behaviour and with more scatter302

for the smallest values of the maximum vertical momentum. Figure 10b,d shows that the relationships303

between the rate of mv||max
, the rate of mvzmax , ηmax and ηmin follow similar relationships as the ones304

derived for mv||max
and mvzmax , respectively. The fitted exponent between ηmax and the rate of mv||max

305

is 1.01. For the mass times acceleration terms, we find a similar conclusion as for set S1 with a constant306

volume per unit width. We even remark that the power law exponents for the mass dependent terms307

mv||max
and its rate for set S2 are almost identical to the fitted power law exponents for v||max

and a||max
308

for set S1. However, the plots showing ηmax and ηmin against vertical momentum and momentum rates309

show less variability than the corresponding plots for ηmax against vertical velocities and accelerations310

for set S1.311

A Froude number, Fr, is defined as the maximum horizontal central mass velocity divided by the312

linear wave speed
√
gH at a typical water depth H = 2000 m. A nearly unitary Fr means the slump’s313

horizontal central mass speed and the tsunami speed are the same, which represents the most efficient314

tsunami-genesis mechanism (Løvholt et al., 2015). In our study, Fr is invariably much smaller than unity.315
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Figure 11 shows scaled ηmax and ηmin as a function of Fr for set S1, which represents the left side of the316

height-velocity curve peak in Figure 3 of Ward (2001). We see that the growth rate of ηmax as a function317

of Fr is slower than when we use the maximum landslide velocity (i.e., in Figure 9a). On the other hand,318

we visually observe a slight misfit for the largest values of Fr, which may suggest that the exponent is319

not linear, possibly increasing with larger Fr. We note that Figure 11b also shows the results for the320

unfiltered simulations (i.e., including spurious sloshing events). Investigating Figure 11a,b, we see that321

the filter removes scenarios above Fr ≈ 0.13. For larger Froude numbers, the scaling of the unfiltered322

maximum landward sea surface elevation ηmax separates from the scaling of the absolute minimum sea323

surface elevation ηmin, and the separation occurs above Fr ≈ 0.15, say. The more rapid increase in the324

ηmax with Fr is interpreted as a spurious result of the model (and hence filtered). On the other hand,325

we see that the scaling relationship for ηmin is virtually unchanged for high Froude numbers (filtered326

events). The leading landward troughs are unaffected by the sloshing, which hints that a linear Froude327

scaling should also be expected for somewhat larger Froude numbers than those analysed elsewhere in328

this paper.329

Relationship between landslide rotational kinematics and tsunami-genesis330

Slumps are mainly rotational and display different kinematics compared to translational landslides with331

long run-out. Here, we analyse to which extent the slump’s scaled maximum angular momentum Lmax332

is attributed to the slump’s tsunamigenic potential. The technical derivation of this quantity is given in333

the appendix. Figure 12a shows a power law relationship between Lmax, ηmax and ηmin for set S1. The334

exponent for ηmax is 0.76. Figure 12b shows that the dependency between Lmax, ηmax and ηmin for set335

S2 has significantly more scatter, and a less clear correlation. The fitted exponent is 0.66 for ηmax. In336

both cases, the data exhibit little scatter for large Lmax.337

2HD study related to the 1929 Grand Banks event338

Slump scenarios with over-topping339

Figure 13 shows the simulated motion of the slump with over-topping for a volume of V = 390 km3 and340

a yield strength of τy = 85 kPa. At 300 s, the slump is still confined in the fault structure. Around341

t = 600 s the slump has its maximum vertical uplift of c. 400 m at its down-slope extremity while parts342

of the slump mass escape the faulted pit and continue down-slope as a translational landslide. This343

over-topping results in a 100 m high frontal landslide height. The output at 1380 s shows the landslide344

flowing into the Laurentian Fan region.345

In the early phase, the generated wave (see Figure 14) has a positive sea surface elevation at the346

southern end of the slump area and a negative elevation at the northern end of the slump area. It is347

aligned NS along the failure surface slope orientation. One hour after the slump mass release, the wave348

has started to turn gradually northwards and reaches the latitude 46◦N after two hours. The main wave349

direction is towards the Burin Peninsula, whereas there is also focusing towards the Avalon Peninsula350

further east. Results extracted over the transect just south of Burin further show that maximum offshore351

sea surface elevations range from 4 m to 9 m for different landslide yield strengths (see Figure 15a), which352

are in the same range or, for the lowest yield strengths, somewhat higher than those found by Løvholt353

et al. (2019). Figure 16a shows the maximum sea surface elevations over the full simulation time, which354

coincides with the large waves observed near the Burin Peninsula (see e.g. Fine et al. (2005)). Field355

observations of run-up elsewhere were mostly below 2 m, however, our simulations show as large waves356

near Nova Scotia and the Avalon Peninsula as near Burin.357

More tuning would be necessary to provide a closer agreement with the data. For instance, Schulten358

et al. (2019b) found a vertical uplift of the slump mass of 100 m at its down-slope extremity, although359

our example with τy = 85 kPa produces a much larger vertical uplift of c. 400 m. Our simulations merely360

provide a first attempt. However, the simulations clearly show that the viscoplastic model is capable of361

producing sufficiently strong slump induced waves to produce a tsunami at least of the size of the 1929362

Grand Banks event. We re-emphasise that our objective here was primarily to investigate whether the363

material parameter ranges for the 1HD case were representative for a real example, and this analysis364

shows that they are.365
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Slump scenarios without over-topping366

We turn our attention to the pure slump, which is confined by the outreaching fault at the lower extremity,367

and to its tsunami using the same volume and material parameters as for the over-topping slump. Figure368

17 shows the slump thickness 0 s, 300 s, 600 s, and 840 s after the mass release. At the last time the slump369

motion has stopped. The maximum vertical uplift is c. 800 m, which is twice as much as for the over-370

topping slump due to the confinement. The spreading waves (see Figure 18) and the total wave field (see371

Figure 16b) have a similar radiation pattern as the over-topping slump tsunami, however, the positive372

generated waves are significantly larger along the ridges between the Laurentian Channel, the Halibut373

Channel, and the Haddock Channel than the waves for the over-topping slump source (see Figure 16).374

Figure 15b shows a transect just south of Burin with maximum offshore sea surface elevations ranging375

from 1 m to 5 m, which are, however, in the same range as the sea surface elevations for the over-topping376

case. Near the 55.7◦ longitude, we see that the over-topping scenario produces slightly larger waves than377

the pure slump. Still, on an overall basis, we suggest that the pure slump event seems to be a slightly more378

efficient tsunami generator than the over-topping event. This was confirmed by own preliminary work379

on simulating Grand Banks (results not shown) with other slump configurations, where the difference380

was even clearer.381

Concluding remarks382

In this paper, we have conducted a study of slump-induced tsunamis using a depth-averaged viscoplastic383

landslide model as the tsunami source, and a linear dispersive long-wave model for the tsunami propaga-384

tion. Our main emphasis has been to study the sensitivity to slump material properties in one-horizontal385

dimension (1HD) on idealized geometries and the resulting slump kinematics on tsunami-genesis. Con-386

trary to most previous studies, our use of a viscoplastic landslide model allows us to link the tsunami387

directly to slump material properties, and avoid ad-hoc assumptions commonly made using a block model388

approach where the slump motion is prescribed. This refined model allows a more generalized treatment389

of slump sources, and hence is not limited to models that retrofit block source properties to simulate390

past events.391

This study has shown that the material parameter that influences tsunami-genesis the most is the392

initial yield strength of the sediment. Similar conclusions were reached for translational landslides in393

studies of the tsunami-genesis for the Storegga landslide, for example (Kim et al., 2019). Moreover, our394

range of the dynamic landslide consistency (related to the viscosity) shows a more moderate influence395

on tsunami-genesis. Naturally, geometrical factors such as the slope angle and volume of the slump396

were found to have a strong influence on the tsunami-genesis too. Several kinematic properties were397

found to correlate well with the maximum landward sea surface elevation. For the case of constant398

slide volume, the maximum landward sea surface elevation increases monotonically with both scaled399

bed-parallel maximum velocity and acceleration mimicking a power law relationship. The maximum400

landward sea surface elevation also increases monotonically with vertical acceleration and velocity, but401

a less systematic relationship was found in this case. For the more general cases where variable volumes402

were investigated, the maximum bed-parallel momentum and momentum rates correlate well with the403

maximum landward sea surface elevation, while the maximum landward sea surface elevation had a404

somewhat less systematic relationship with corresponding vertical momentum and momentum rates.405

Some of the findings of this study have been identified already in past studies (Ward, 2001; Tinti406

et al., 2001; Løvholt et al., 2005), but only for translational landslides with a simplified block source407

representation. Here, we show that similar relationships between landslide velocities, accelerations,408

and momentum apply for slumps. In particular, we find the scaling between the maximum height of the409

generated wave and the maximum bed-parallel landslide speed divided by the wave celerity, ηmax ∝ Fr0.9.410

We note that the exponent of 0.9 is less than the linear relationship (i.e. exponent 1) expected for small411

Froude numbers for frontal wave elevations and rear wave troughs without any interference (Løvholt412

et al., 2015). In our study, we clearly have destructive interference between the waves caused at the413

front and rear part of the slump which reduced the tsunamigenic potential. However, we find, similar to414

Løvholt et al. (2005, 2015), an almost linear scaling with the horizontal landslide acceleration, which is415

hence clearly a good proxy for the tsunamigenic potential. An additional finding from our study is that416

the angular momentum shows a particularly good correlation with the maximum landward sea surface417

elevation. This suggests that the tsunamigenic potential can be directly linked to rotational kinematic418

properties of the slump. We are unaware of previous studies that identify such a relationship.419

A second part of the study is devoted to studying the 1929 Grand Banks slump and tsunami in420
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a real topographical setting. This was primarily done to investigate whether the parameter ranges421

used in the viscoplastic slump model in 1HD were realistic. A detailed analysis of the 1929 Grand422

Banks event with emphasis of obtaining a close match with field observations of the tsunami was not423

attempted. Nevertheless, our model was set up with new field observations by Schulten et al. (2019b)424

to illustrate how the geological interpretation provided a significantly revised explanation for the slump425

event. Schulten et al. (2019b) concluded that the 1929 Grand Banks slump failed mainly southwards,426

and that the main slump volume was much larger than previously thought (390 km3). Our tsunami427

modelling suggests that a viscoplastic model indeed should be capable of producing sufficiently large428

waves. The 1929 Grand Bank event also served the purpose of testing how a complex event with slump429

failure and over-topping compares with a pure slump event with respect to tsunami-genesis. We found430

that the pure slump produced larger overall waves compared to the over-topping scenario. All in all, the431

1929 Grand Banks model including new field observations for the slump event and an idealized study in432

one-horizontal dimension could revise our understanding of tsunami-genesis.433
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Appendix440

Grid refinement tests441

For the 1HD simulations, we conducted grid refinement tests on the spatial grid for the slump model,442

tsunami model, and the Kajiura type filter (resolutions and parameters in Table 3). For the slump443

model, we tested soft slump materials, low τy and low µ. The slump thickness depended strongly on the444

grid resolution for ∆x > 80 m. After 240 s, for instance, the slump thickness at the lower extremity is 8%445

thinner for ∆x = 160 m than for ∆x = 26 m, and for resolutions ∆x ≤ 80 m, the slump thickness varies446

maximum by 4%. The slump thickness at the up-slope part coincides for resolutions ∆x ≤ 80 m, but gives447

twice the corresponding slump thickness for ∆x = 160 m. Thus a spatial grid resolution of 80 m is chosen448

for further use. The time step, ∆t, is adapted during the simulation to keep the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy449

number (Courant et al., 1967),450

CFL =
Uo ∆t

∆x
, (10)

constant. Here Uo is the maximum particle speed in the slide body. In all our 1HD model runs, we use a451

CFL= 0.45, which yields stable behaviour (greatest landslide velocities are c. 70 m s−1). When the source452

input is fed into the tsunami model each 30 s, we have a deviation of less than 2% from the smallest453

interval tested (5 s) at t = 480 s. Hence, we stay with 30 s. Since the surface response is smoother than454

the slide surface, application of the same spatial grid resolution for the Kajiura type filter as for the455

landslide model, 80 m, is more than adequate. We tested spatial grid resolutions for the tsunami model456

980 s after slump mass release. The maximum landward sea surface elevation of a resolution of 220 m457

only deviated by 0.6% from the elevation of a finer resolution of 55 m. Therefore, we further used the458

220 m resolution. The CFL number used is 0.5.459

In 2HD, we executed spatial and temporal grid refinement tests of the landslide model BingClaw, the460

Kajiura type filter, and the tsunami model GloBouss. All numerical parameters can be found in Table 4.461

For BingClaw we evaluated the grid dependency on the slump thickness after 600 s in a transect striking462

NS. At the location of the thickest slump mass, the thickness obtained with ∆x = 185 m deviated only463

by 1.7% from that of ∆x = 93 m. The double the resolution of 370 m caused a corresponding deviation464

of 6.8%. Thus we used a spatial resolution of 185 m. The slump was stable with a CFL number of 0.65.465

We evaluated the spatial resolution of the input fluxes into GloBouss 120 s after failure by analysing466

the first wave amplitudes of the propagated waves along the same transect striking NS. The wave height467

of the 926 m resolution differed only by 3.1% from that of 232 m. However, since it was feasible to468

use even 463 m in the modeling, we chose that. These sources were fed into GloBouss at various time469

intervals (see Table 4), whereas the resulting wave field 3000 s after failure was analysed. The amplitude470
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of a resolution of 50 s deviated by 8% from a 30 s resolution. The wave amplitude of a finer resolution of471

20 s deviated by 2% from the 30 s resolution. Thus the flux sources were fed into GloBouss each 30 s.472

We tested three spatial grid resolutions for the tsunami propagation model GloBouss 4100 s after473

failure. The first wave amplitude of the second finest resolution deviated 2% from the finest resolution,474

and the coarsest resolution deviated by 8% from the finest resolution. Since the finest resolution was475

feasible we applied that one. The CFL number in GloBouss was chosen as 0.8.476

Kinematics477

As we run our models in a depth-averaged regime, we divide the slump mass into vertical columns with478

length of one cell size. The height difference of the slump surface H in each column at two adjacent time479

steps serves as input for the vertical velocity calculation. With that velocity we calculate the vertical480

acceleration az in each column. It should be noted that resulting vertical velocities are half a time step481

behind the time of the surface heights of the next time loop, and the vertical accelerations are half a482

time step behind the velocities. The actual calculation of the vertical acceleration is a central derivative:483

a(n)z =
H(n+1) − 2H(n) +H(n−1)

∆t2
for n ≥ 2 (11)

The first calculated acceleration refers to t(n=1) = 0.25∆t, which means that the time interval for the484

calculations ∆n is not constant for t < ∆t.485

Another kinematic quantity is the bed-parallel acceleration a||, evaluated at the same time. In order486

to do so, we need to average the bed-parallel velocity u|| between two time steps and then evaluate the487

time derivative:488

a
(n)
|| =

v
(n+1)

|| +v
(n)

||
2 −

v
(n)

|| +v
(n−1)

||
2

∆t
for n ≥ 2 (12)

The same exception for the first calculation step n = 1 applies here.489

A third quantity is the angular momentum ~L of the entire slump mass, which is defined as d~L =490

m(~r × ~v) where m is the mass of a vertical column, ~r the position vector, and ~v the velocity vector.491

Each quantity is time dependent. The position vector ranges from the dynamic center of mass to the492

average center of a vertical column between two time steps. Position and velocity vectors are both493

split into horizontal and vertical components, rx and rz, vx and vz, respectively. The vertical velocity494

component corresponds to the one from the calculations above, but we approximate the horizontal495

velocity component vx with the bed-parallel velocity v||, as the bed is nearly horizontal. Maximum bed496

slope angle is 5.25◦. Equation 13 shows the calculation for the total angular momentum, which is a sum497

of all angular momenta for each vertical column.498

~L(n− 1
2 ) =

nend∑
n=1

m
~r(n) + ~r(n−1)

2
× ~u(n) + ~u(n−1)

2
=

nend∑
n=1

m
(
r
(n− 1

2 )
x v

(n− 1
2 )

z − r(n−
1
2 )

z v
(n− 1

2 )

||

)
(13)

For the analysis in this study, we use maximum values of all times of each quantity described above.499
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Fig. 1. Bathymetric map of the computational domain for the 2HD tsunami simulations. The bathymetry inside
the large red rectangle is used for the simulation of the 2HD landslide dynamics and the small red rectangle is
the slump source area. The red line just south of the Burin Peninsula represents the transect that is used to
extract simulation results shown in Figure 15. The red cross shows the epicenter of the Mw 7.2 earthquake on 8
November 1929.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Simplified schematic plot of the velocity profile (a) before and (b) during the slump motion simulated
with the depth-averaged BingClaw model (modified after Kim et al. (2019) for our slump model). The velocity
profile is uniform in the plug layer, but follows a power-law with exponent n + 1 in the bottom shear layer.
Velocities vp and vs, and thicknesses dp and ds vary spatially and temporally.
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Table 1. Default parameters used for the 1HD and 2HD
simulations

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Sea water density ρw 1000 kg m−3

Landslide density ρd 2000 kg m−3

Gravitational acceleration g 9.81 m s−2

Added-mass coefficient Cm 0.1 -
Skin friction coefficient CF 0.001 -
Pressure drag coefficient CP 0.25 -

Table 2. Geometrical and geotechnical parameters used for the 1HD simulations. The bold values are
also used for the 2HD simulations

Parameter Symbol Values Units

Slump volume per unit width A 1.7 2.9 4.0 5.2 6.3 7.5 km2

Slump surface slope angle θ 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 ◦

Yield strength τy 10 25 40 55 70 85 100 115 kPa
Herschel-Bulkley flow exponent n 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 -
Dynamic landslide consistency µ 1 4 7 10 13 16 kPa sn

Set S1 with a constant volume per unit width A = 5.2 km2 and set S2 with a constant slump surface slope angle
θ = 2.5◦ each combine to 1440 scenarios.
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Fig. 3. Initial 1HD bathymetry with slump masses for (a) set S1 and (b) set S2. Bathymetry with orange lines
indicate the same geometrical setup. Transects through longitude −55.77◦ over the initial 2HD bathymetry for
(c) the pure slump that includes side walls and a bottom wall, and (d) the over-topping slump. The orange line
indicates the initial slump surface and the blue line the seabed for the simulations. The green line represents the
seabed surface prior to excavation.
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Fig. 4. Time series of center of mass velocity vx,centre and peak bed-parallel velocity over the entire slump body
v||,peak. Maximum velocities are used for further analyses. Employed parameters are µ = 10 kPa sn, n = 0.25,
the slump surface slope angle is θ = 2.5◦, the slump volume per unit width is A = 5.2 km2, and (a) τy = 70 kPa,
(b) τy = 40 kPa.
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Fig. 5. Number of non-sloshing events and events with velocities greater than zero as a function of yield
strength τy, (a) initial slump surface slope angle θ and (b) slump volume per unit width A. All combinations of
flow exponent n and dynamic viscosity µ combine to a total of 30 events. Low τy, large A, and large θ indicate
sloshing events. Large τy, low A, and low θ indicate stable sediments and are coloured in green.

Table 3. Numerical parameters for the 1HD grid refinement tests

Physical process Numerical parameter Value

Landslide cell size 26.7 m, 40 m, 80m, 160 m
Landslide CFL number 0.45
Kajiura type filter time interval 5 s, 10 s, 15 s, 20 s, 30 s, 40 s, 50 s, 60 s
Kajiura type filter cell size 80m
Wave propagation cell size 55 m, 110 m, 220m
Wave propagation CFL number 0.5

Applied models are BingClaw, Kajiura filter, and GloBouss in 1HD. We used the values in
bold for our study.
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Fig. 6. (a) Simulated submarine slump shown for different times. The employed BingClaw parameters are
τy = 70 kPa, µ = 10 kPa sn, n = 0.25, the slump surface slope angle is θ = 2.5◦, and the slump volume per unit
width is A = 5.2 km2. We show the slump from its initial state until it stops moving, 1200 s after failure. The
dots indicate the center of mass of the slump as a function of time; (b) tsunami-genesis and propagation until
900 s, which is the time we evaluate the maximum and absolute minimum landward sea surface elevation. The
offshore going wave has been relaxed by the sponge layer at the right boundary starting at 250 km from the shore.
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Fig. 7. Tsunami split into the total wave (in solid lines), due to slump uplifts (in long dashed lines) and slump
depressions (in short dashed lines). Elapsed times are (a) 300 s and (b) 900 s. The latter time is when we evaluate
the maximum and absolute minimum landward sea surface elevation. The offshore going wave has been relaxed
by the sponge layer at the right boundary starting at 250 km from the shore.

Table 4. Numerical parameters for the 2HD grid refinement tests

Physical process Numerical parameter Value

Landslide cell size 93 m, 185m, 370 m, 741 m, 1482 m
Landslide CFL number 0.45, 0.65, 0.85
Kajiura type filter time interval 20 s, 30 s, 50 s, 80 s, 300 s
Kajiura type filter cell size 232 m, 463m, 926 m
Wave propagation cell size 463m, 926 m, 1852 m
Wave propagation CFL number 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0

Applied models are BingClaw, Kajiura filter, and GloBouss in 2HD. We used the values
in bold for our study.
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Fig. 8. Maximum landward sea surface elevations ηmax as a function of yield strength τy for a selection from
(a) set S1, (b) set S2, and (c,d) common scenarios from both sets. Orange lines in all subplots refer to the same
scenarios. Fixed parameters (except where parameters are subject to variation) are µ = 10 kPa sn, n = 0.25,
θ = 2.5◦, and A = 5.2 km2.
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Fig. 9. Scaled maximum and absolute minimum landward sea surface elevation ηmax and ηmin against (a)
scaled maximum bed-parallel slump velocity v||max , (b) scaled maximum bed-parallel slump acceleration a||max ,
(c) scaled maximum vertical slump velocity vzmax , and (d) scaled maximum vertical slump acceleration azmax

for set S1. The scale for the sea surface elevation is the typical water depth H = 2000 m, the velocity scale is the
linear wave speed

√
gH, and the acceleration scale is the square linear wave speed

√
gH divided by the typical

slump thickness d = 250 m. The power law fits apply to ηmax with x representing the x-axes.
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Fig. 10. Scaled maximum and absolute minimum landward sea surface elevation ηmax and ηmin against (a)
scaled maximum bed-parallel slump momentum mv||max , (b) scaled maximum bed-parallel slump momentum
rate ma||max , (c) scaled maximum vertical slump momentum mvzmax , and (d) scaled maximum vertical slump
momentum rate mazmax for set S2. The scale for the sea surface elevation is the typical water depth H = 2000 m,
the momentum scale is the largest mass M (from the A = 7.5 km2 scenarios) times the linear wave speed

√
gH,

and the scale for the momentum rate is the largest mass M times the square linear wave speed
√
gH divided by

the typical slump thickness d = 250 m. The power law fits apply to ηmax with x representing the x-axes.
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Fig. 11. Scaled maximum and absolute minimum landward sea surface elevation ηmax and ηmin as a function
of the Froude number Fr for set S1, with (a) filtered events only and (b) unfiltered events with dots representing
events with no negative center of mass velocities and crosses representing events with negative center of mass
velocities. The scale for the sea surface elevation is the typical water depth H = 2000 m, and Fr is the maximum
horizontal velocity of the center of mass scaled with the linear wave speed

√
gH. The power law fits apply to

ηmin with x representing the x-axes.
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Fig. 12. Scaled maximum and absolute minimum landward sea surface elevation ηmax and ηmin against scaled
maximum angular momentum L for (a) set S1 and (b) set S2. The scale for the sea surface elevation is the
typical water depth H = 2000 m, and the scale for the angular momentum is the slump’s density ρd times the
square root of the linear wave speed

√
gH times the 4th power of the typical slump thickness d = 250 m. The

power law fits apply to ηmax with x representing the x-axes.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 13. Snapshots of the landslide thickness for the 1929 Grand Banks over-topping slump scenario at different
times. The slump mass over-tops its bounding faults and transforms into a translational landslide as Schulten
et al. (2019b) propose. The employed BingClaw parameters are τy = 85 kPa, µ = 10 kPa sn, and n = 0.25.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 14. Snapshots of the spreading waves for the 1929 Grand Banks over-topping slump source shown in
Figure 13. Land is represented by green colour.
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Fig. 15. Maximum sea surface elevation until 8h 20min in a transect (see Figure 1) near the Burin Peninsula
for three different sediment yield strengths τy, and for both (a) the 1929 Grand Banks over-topping slump
and (b) the 1929 Grand Banks pure slump. Other employed BingClaw parameters for both slump events are
µ = 10 kPa sn and n = 0.25. The water depth along this transect is between 20 m and 50 m.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 16. Maximum sea surface elevation until 8h 20min for the total wave field for (a) the 1929 Grand
Banks over-topping slump and (b) the 1929 Grand Banks pure slump. The employed BingClaw parameters are
τy = 85 kPa, µ = 10 kPa sn, and n = 0.25. Land is represented by green colour.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 17. Snapshots of the slump thickness for the 1929 Grand Banks pure slump scenario at different times.
The slump mass stays inside the source area with employed BingClaw parameters τy = 85 kPa, µ = 10 kPa sn,
and n = 0.25.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 18. Snapshots of the spreading waves for the 1929 Grand Banks pure slump source shown in Figure 17.
Land is represented by green colour.
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